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eleventh annual meeting of the Society of German Neurologists at Bruns- wick in 1921. He quotes
two cases of prolonged fever, without evidence of
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with doctor-patient relationship: and, that the pa- sick is a ioint responsibility of the community and to
survey its plan for the care of the indigent sick,
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center. R., Actin'ic, a solar ray that produces chemic change. Rs., Cath'ode. See X-rays. R.-fun'gus.
See Actinomyces. Rs., Med'ullary, cortical bundles of uriniferous tubules.
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take their licensing exams, and they had a fairly good chance of passing. There was little incentive for
students to attend and pay
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fallen forward with the remaining part in her mouth, driving it forcibly against the spine, and causing
the point of the handle to run downward in
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around him, put him in bed, cover him warmly and give him hot teas to drink. After two or three hours
remove the covering piece
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6°. Os trabalhos de cimento devem ser rusticos, mas artisticos ; para se destacarem melhor da
vegetagao, ha vantagem que sejam amarellO'
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' Ayres: Am. Med. Gaz., N. Y., 1859, x, 81-89, 2 pi. 8 Parker: New York Jour. Med., 1851, n. s., vii,
83-86. Also, Tr. Med.
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infantilis — ae. Gangraenosa puerperarurn, Colpo- lapsus uteri — ae. Uteri inversa, Uterus, inversion
33. Vaginae, Prolapsus V. — 83. Vesicae, Exocyste.
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State Med. Assn. ; Am. Med. Assn., etc. Residence: Oakland Ave. HORNER, James Richey;
physician; b. Tarentum, Pa., 1861 ; s.
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spiracy was formed by the native doctors against our lives,, of which we were informed by an
Armenian, and, by the in- terference of the governor, we were pre:jerved. 1 availed
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In diarrhoeas, and all disorders where the intestines are weak, or whenever the clyster is to be
retained, the quantity for an adult should not exceed five or six
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1865, there was partial paralysis of the left side of face, and deafness of the right ear. and his
disability was rated one-half and
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and Pope Counties, but had only a fraction of the population of the region until close to the middle
half of the nineteenth century. Most of
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But Ivy's standards for human experimentation served as even more than the primary textual
foundation for the Nuremberg Code; his set of rules also
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characters of those of the ox, but this form is much more rare than in cattle and horses. The usual
form is the internal one,
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